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INTR(I)UCTION 
Internal friction is defined a8 the ability of a vibrating solid to 
·convert its mech.anical energy of vibration in:to heat, ewn when com-
pl-etely ·iso1ated from its surroundings. (1) The most familiar manifes-
tation of internal friction is the damp1ng of a freely vibrating body, 
such as a torsional pendulum. Another example wo~d be the increased 
width of the resonance peak observed when a nonelastic boey is forced. to 
vibrate over a spectrum of frequencies.(2) Internal friction manifests 
. ' 
itself in numerous ways, and we will here be concerned ld..th the first 
example cited and the potency of data gained in studying the decay of 
torsional vibration. 
During the past ten years internal friction has become an increas-
i.ng]Jr prominent research topic among ph;ysicists, met&:llurgists, and 
engineers. · To the engineer internal friction manifests itself as high 
damping in alJ.oys, which he can machine into mechanical components 
having the ability to abate unwanted and. destructive modes of vibration. 
In turn, the metallurgist endeavors to selecti vezy heat treat, age, or 
alloy various metall.ic elements and thus produce allo,-s bearing effi-
cient damping mechanisms. In conjunction with this vast research pro-
gram, the physicist looks to internal friction for information about the 
basic structure of solid matter and the laws that govern its dynamic 
behavior. 
Interest in internal friction has been shown at the Bureau of Mines 
in Rolla with regard to the damping capacity of manganese-copper alloys. 
ll) Nowick, A.S., Progress in Metal Physics 
Vol. 4, P• 1, 1953. 
(2) Zener, C.M., Elasticity and Inelasticity of Metals 
P• 64, 1952. 
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Ext;enaive invest.igationa b;y the Bureau of Mines have brought to light 
the val.uabJ.e qualities of this all.oy as an engineering material, and at 
the same t.ime have pres~nted data reveaJ.ing the structura1 nature of the 
all.oy in various states. A need was felt for information that cou1d· be 
obtained by a study of the behavior of manganese-copper. all.oys in tor-
siona1 vibration at very low stress levels. Emphasis was placed on the 
variation of interna1 friction and dynamic rigidity with temperature. 
Thus an investigation was proposed 'Which entai1ed the :following: 
1. Design and construction of a Ke type pendu1un for measurements , 
under vacu\ml or inert atmospheres and elevated temperatures. Adaptation 
of that instrument to the measurement of internal .friction and dynamic 
ri.tiidity of manganese-copper a11oys under conditions of varying tempera-
ture and reduced pressure. 
2. Design and construction of equipment for heat treating 
manganese-copper wires in the solid solution range, and the development 
. 
of a technique for rapidl.y quenching the wire specimens without bending 
them. Use of ~his equipment to prepare straight and unoxidiaed wire 
speci.Jnens (1.3 inches long by l/.32-inch in diameter) of two compositions 
(85 per cent manganese-15 per cent copper and 75 per cent manganese-25 
per cent copper), as quenched from the ¥-solid solution region, in an 
attempt to retain the solid solution structure at room temperature. 
J. Measurement of the internal friction and dynamic rigidity of 
these specimens as a function of temperature, at low stress levels and 
low frequencies. 
4. Development of aging techniques for anneaJ.ing these specimens 
to produce ~-manganese precipitation. 
5. Investigation of the effect of the precipitated «-manganese on 
the internal friction and dynamic rigidity of these alloys. 
6. Correlation o£ the data thus obtained to establish a mechanism 
for the vibration d~ing encountered in these alloys. 
4-
REVInt OF LITERATURE 
T'ing SUi Ke(l) d8ve1oped a very sensitive torsional peridu1um :ror 
meaauring the internal. :friction of aluminum wires at 1ow st.ress levels. 
His equipment incorporated a built-in furnace whi.ch afforded consider-
able temperature latitude :for the measurements. This is a very desir-
able :feature when using internal. :frict;ion measurements to st;udy di:f:fusion 
phenomena, because with a knowledge o:r the temperature shift, o:r an in-
temal. friction peak one can cal.cul.ate the heat o:r actiTation :for the 
processo(2) 
Ke was able to measure internal. :friction dovn to a magnitude o:r 
Q-1(3) equal to 0.001 and as high as trl equal. to Oolle He designed 
the inert.:ia member to give a period o:r Tibration o:r about twent,y sec-
onds, and then made al1 amplitude and :frequency measurement,s visua11y. 
The inert.ia member was immersed in thick machine oil to dampen lateral 
motion. 
With this equipment Ke invest;igated the internal. friction o:r 
pol.ycryst.alline al.uminum(4), and observed a relaxation peak at about. 
300• c. He then measured the intemal. .f'riction :ror a single cryst,al 
specimen, and :round no peak in this region. Since the essential dif-
ference in the two specimens was the presence o:r a labyr:i.nt,h or grain 
boundaries in the polycrystalljne specimens, he concl.uded that the 




Ke, ·ro So, and Ross, Marc, An .Apparatus for Measurement of 
Extremely High Inl;ernal. Friction, Rev. Sci. Inst., Volo 20, 
Noo 11, PPo 795-799, Novo 1949. 
Nof-ck, A. So, Progre~s in Metal Physics, Volo 4, P• .32, 195.3. 
Q- is defined on page 20. 
Ke, T. So, Experimental Evidence o:r the Viscous Behavi.or of Grain 
Boundaries in Met.al.s, Physo Rev., Vol. 71, No. 8, PP• 533-546, 
April 1947. 
Zener(l.) e:xpl.ained the mechanism in this manner: the energy dis-
sipated is proport;ional t-o t-he product of the relative displacement of 
adjacent grains and the shear stress producing the displ.acemento At 
5· 
1ow temperatures the displacement during a half cycle of vibration is neg-
ligible, because the grain boundary viscosity is hi.gho . At- high temper-
atures the shear stress is complet.el.y relaxed at a11 times, because the 
viscosity is l.owo But, there exists an optimum temperature range where 
neither ~tity is negligible, and thus t-he energy dissipated is 
appreciable. 
Investigation at the Bureau o£ Mines(2) has shown that the inter-
nal friction of solut,ion treated manganese-copper all.oys varies with 
composition. The al.l.oys -were quenched from the ¥-solid sol.ut.ion phase, 
and it was found that, those haT.ing less than 77 per cent manganese had 
very l.ow int.emal. fri.ct.ion, while above this value the internal. f'ric-
tion increased very rapidl.y with increasing manganese content. When 
these alloys were aged .for two hours at 450° Co, to precipitate 
CZ.-manganese, it was found that the previOUS internal friction C'lmVe 
appeared to be invert.edo l'hat is, the all.oys bearing less than 70 
per cent manganese had very high {practically const.ant) int;emal. fri.c-
tion, 'Whereas aboTe this value the curve decreased wit.h increasing man-
ganese content.o The solution-treated a11oys, at room temperat~, were 
tetragonal down to 78 per cent manganese cont.ento Below this value 
they had a cubic structureo Aging the al1oys precipitates a -manganese, 
(1) Zener, Co Mo, opo ci.to, Po 150. 
(2) Rowland, Jo Ao, Arman~rout,, Co Eo, and Walsh, Do F •, Casting and 
Fabrication of High-Damping Manganese-Copper All.oys, Report. of 
Investigations Noo 5127, April. 1955• 
and a1so produces tetragonali.ty in the cubic specimenso It. was felt 
that the high interna1 f'riction is associated w:i;th the tetragonal 
structure. 
Siefert and Worrell (1) have found high interna1 friction in a 
manganese-copper (88 per cent manganese) all.oy. They quenched spec-
imens from the 'il -solid solut,ion phase~ and then measured their int.er-
nal f'ricti.on at room temperatureo They assumed that the resultant 
structure of' the quenched specimens was characteristic of' the solid 
solution phase. Their data al.so showed that a manganese-copper a.l..1oy 
(88 per cent manganese)~ as quenched f'rom the gauma solid solution, 
6 
had high internal. frictiono Subsequent aging o:r the specimens (below 
the gamma phase region f'or repeated sevent;y-two hour periods at, 625° 
Co) resulted in reduction of' the internal. friction at room temperature. 
Simultaneous metal1ographic studies reveal.ed that a specimen quenched 
from the gaDDD& phase was highly twinned, but with aging this twinning 
gradual.l.y disappearedo They were thus led to the conclusion that. the 
tldrmed structure must. be responsible for the internal :friction, and 
have suggested a mechanism that Zener(2) has eJCPla.i.ned in a manner sim-
ilar to that for the peak in Ke's pol.yceystalline al.uminum: the energy 
dissipated is proportional to the product of' the twin boundary movement 
and the stress producing the movement. In the low temperature range 
relatively little displacement of' a twin boundar,y occurs during a half' 
cycle o:r vibration due to the sl.ow motion of' twin boundaries. At high 
temperatures the motion is so fluid that the shear stresses are rel.axed 
at a11 times. But~ again ·there is a temperature range of' high interna1 
(1) Siefert~ A. So , and Worrell~ F o T • ~ J • Applo Phys. ~ Volo 22, No o 
10~ PPo 1257-1259~ 1951. 
(2) Zener~ op. cito ~ PP• 160-161. 
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f'rict-ion where both the twin boundary displacement and shear st;resses 
are appreciable. Wori-ell (1) found that the peak for the manganese-copper 
(88 per cent manganese) alloy occurred at minus five degrees centigrade 
with a magnitude of Q-1 equal to 0.0065. This dropped off to a value of 
Q-1 equal to Oo0023 at 25• Co 
The explanation of the mechanisms for grain boundary relaxation 
and twin boundary relaxation are similar in that·: (1) they require a 
friction force to exist for appro.x:J..ma1;ely one period of vibration; 
(2) this force must do irreversible 1«>rk at the eJCI)ense of vibrational' 
energy; (3) the magnitude of the force decreases with increasing 
temperature. 
Basinsld. and Christian(2) have made Debye-sherrer diffraction pat-
terns in the gamma phase field of manganese copper which show the stru.c-
ture to be face cent,ered cubic. They a1so found that quenched specimens 
bearing more than 82 per cent manganese are face centered tetragonal. at 
room temperatureo Alloys of less than 82 per cent manganese become 
tetragonal on cooling below room temperature. The transformation is 
diffusionl.ess (ma.rl#ensitic), md produces the highly twinned structure 
seen in the tet.ragonal specimens. The twin bands lie on (110) planes, 
and it is believed ~hat the twinning is produced by t¥> shears on these 
planes at sixty degrees to each other. The heavy twinning is a conse-
quence of atomic movements in the cubic lat~ice essential for a11eviating 
high residual stresses on coolingo 
(1) Worrell, F. To, Twinning in Tet;ragonal Alloys of Copper and 
Manganese, J o App1. Phys., Vol. 19, ppo 929-9.33, 1948. 
(2) Basinsld., z. s., and Christian, J. w., The Cubic Tetragonal 
Transformation in Manganese-Copper Alloys, J. Inst. Metals, Vol. 
80, PP• 659-666, 1952o 
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EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
The general design of the pendulum £o11ows that described by Ke(l), 
and hereafter will be re£erred to as the ful pendulum. A .f'ew additional 
.features were incorporated in order to adapt the machine to manganese-
copper alloys and to make it more versatile. With a .f'ew modifications, 
the Ke pendulum may be used to measure several characteristics of' a ~ 
specimen in torsional vibration: internal. friction, modulus of rigidity, 
the relative phase of stress and strain, stress relaxation at constant 
strain, and strain relaxation at constant stress. A tube furnace was 
incorporated to allow the measurements to be made at di£.f'erent tempera-
tures. The equipment used in this project had the added advantage of' 
allowing the operator to obtain data at reduced pressures or in an inert 
atmosphere. The latter was deemed necessary in order to age the speci-
mens without removing them from the pendulum. 
I!!!. Pendul.um 
The major portion of the pendulum (Fig. l) is suspended in a tubu-
lar vacuum chamber, and the lower end of' the pendultnn extends into a 
cylindrical tank at the bottom of' the tube. An inertia member is 
attached to the lower end of' the pendulum, and is free to oscillate in 
the tank. The pendulum support at the top o.f' the tube consists o.f' a pin 
vise welded to a 1/8-inch stainless steel rod that is soldered into a 
brass fixture at the end of the tube. This .fi.xture, rod and pin vise, 
form a solid support that is not subject to measurable strain at the 
stress levels used in this investigation. The maximum error possible, 
(l) Ke, T. S., PQys., Rev. 71, 533 1947 
aev. Sci. Inst., 20, 795 1949 
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due to strain in the support, was calculated to be 0.3 per cent. A 
1/32-inch wire specimen is fastened to the upper pin vise, another pin 
vise and rod assemb~ are. attached to the lower end of the wire specimen, 
and this assembly extends into the tank below where the inertia member 
is fastened. 
The inertia n~mber consists of a vertical piece of 1/8-inch rod 
having a cylindrical brass weight soldered to its lower end and a six 
inch cross-bar fastened to its center. The cross-bar accounts for the 
greatest percentage of the moment of inertia of the inertia member, and 
its design determines the natural frequency of the pendulum. A fre-
quency of about five cycles per second was obtained by making the cross-
bar of thin sheets of brass rolled into almost cylindrical shape and 
bearing short lengths of a small iron nail at either end. A simple 
coupling, similar to that on the leg of a drafting compass, was devised 
for attaching the inertia member to the pendulum suspension. The in-
ertia member weighs about forty grams, and maintains a tensile stress of 
about 117 pounds per square inch on the specimen. 
· . The oscillation of the inertia member is initiated by means of two 
small electromagnets mounted on adjustable stands and placed near the 
pieces of iron. These magnets are excited by a multitap battery con-
nected through a micro switch. The magnitude of the initial displace-
ment can be controlled by the proximity of the magnets to the pieces of 
iron or by the magnitude of the voltage applied to them. The micro 
switch is used to enable the operator to minimize the life of the mag-
netic field set up by the electromagnets. In this way the inertia me~ 
ber can be.set into motion by impulsive forces, and the field is too 
short duration to produce lateral displacement of the inertia member. 
ll 
Ke suggested and employed the use o£ oil as a damping medium £or lateral 
oscillation. This was tried by immersing the brass weight o£ . the in-
ertia member into a via~ ~£ vacutnn p'Wilp oil. V.Lany shapes :for the im-
mersed portion o:r the weight were tried in · an attempt to minimize the 
damping o£ torsional vibration and maximize the damping o£ lateral vibra-
tion. In all cases the torsional damping was significant and Wldesir-
able, even when the end o£ the weight was f'ashioried into a needle-like 
shape and onl.y l/8-inch immersed in the· oil. Therefore, this technique 
was abandoned in f'avor of' using impulse type forces to displace the in~ 
ertia member. As a result, it was possible to measure internal friction 
as low as Q-1 equal to 0.21 x lo-3, whereas, the lowest value reported 
by Ke was about l x lo-3. With a little practice this technique was 
per£ected quite satisfactorilY. 
The housing of the pendulum is made in two sections. The lower · 
section consists or a steel tank eight inches in diameter and is bolted 
to a massive concrete block. The tank has a window in f'ront which 
allows a beam o£ light to be reflected off the mirror on the inertia 
member. It also enables the operator to inspect the positioning of the 
inertia member. A small three volt light was mol.mted inside the tank 
for this purpose. The upper portion of the housing consists of a circu-
lar steel plate, 1/2-inch thick, supporting the tube furnace, and a 6-
inch O.D. transite pipe which houses the furnace and "Ver.miculiten ·in-
sulation. The upper part o£ the housing is suspended by cable from the 
ceiling, and is counterbalanced by a lead weight. The two portions of 
the housing are bolted together, and made vacuwn tight by means of a 
large no-ring." 
12 
A brass fixture at the top of the tube was designed to provide a 
. . 
. solid support tor the pend.ulwn, to contain a sliding vacutm seal for a 
1/8-inch rod-shaped the~~ouple, and to permit .360 degree rotation of 
the entire pendUlum.. Thus the thermocouple coul.d be moved to any de-
sired depth in the tube furnace, and the pendulum suspension rotated 
without break:i.ng the vacuum. 
The pendulum was assembled :i.n a horizontal position :i.n a wooden 
jig. This made it easier to fasten the·spec:i.men ~e :i.n the p:i.n vises 
~th the proper gauge length, and reduced the danger or bending the 
wire. When thus assembled ( e:mept for the :inertia member), the j:i.g was· 
moved to a vertical position and the pendulum suspension lifted free. 
The suspension was then let down :into the tube furnace from the top, and 
the :i.nert.;:i.a member attached from the bottom. Th:i.s entire assembly was 
then careful..ly lowered onto the tank and bolted :into place. 
Heating ~-iethod.s 
The specimen was heated by means of a tube furnace mounted around 
the center portion of the stainless steel tube. The furnace consists of 
three. Fisher furnace units (4 inch, 8 :inch, and 12 inch). These were 
wired in a paral.lel. fashion, incorporating a variable resistor and a 
replaceable fi.:xBd resistor to provide control of the temperature gradi-
ent al.ong the tube furnace. For temperatures less than 220• c., the 
gradient was held to t.1 o C. , and it did not exceed 2° C. at higher 
temperatures. 
The power to the furnace was regulated by an on-off technique 
through a Brown Potentiometer Controller. Voltage from a line regul.ator 
1tlaS stepped_ down through a Variac, and the desired value then applied to 
the furnace. 
The temperature within the stainless si;eel tube in the region of 
the specimen was measured by means of an iron-constantan thermOcouple. 
13 
By means of a· switching arrangement only one thermocouple was needed to 
measure temperature and to activate the controller. The furnace serves 
to heat the specimens to the desired temperatures for internal friction 
measurements, and also to age the specimens at higher temperatures with-
out having to remove them from the apparatus. 
Vacuum Technique 
A fore pump was connected to the system, through a pipe in the 
steel tank, and kept running as long as the s.ystem was closed. The 
pressure was measured by means o£ a thermocouple type vacuum gauge which 
was mounted between the fore pump and the tank. The movable parts of' 
the system wre made vacuum tight by means of "0-rings" lightly greased 
with Apiezon "T" grease. A hal£ inch glass plate was sealed to the 
opening in the front of' the tank by means of' a gasket cut from rubber 
sheet and coated with shellac dissolved in methyl alcohol. This proved 
to be the best vacuum seal in the system. 
A pressure of' 150 microns was selected as the maximum pressure for 
the measurements, and all runs were made at or below this level. This 
rather arbitrary value was selected because o£ the ease with which it 
could be maintained, and because work by Cottell et al.(l), indicates 
that little is gained by wrking at a lower pressure. That is, 150 
microns is sufficiently low to minimize air damping. 
(l) Cottell, G.A., Entwistle, K.M., and Thompson, F.C., The Measurement 




The torsional vibration of a specimen was observed as horizontal 
oscillations of a point. of light on a lucite screen. The point of light 
was ronned by a · beam from an &:rc lamp, reflected off the mirror on the 
inertia member, and focused on the screen. The movement . of this light 
spot was recorded by a thirty-five millimeter flowing-film camera. 
Simultaneous with each run, timing marks were recorded on the side of 
the film at six second intervals. With these timing marks the frequency 
of oscillation was determined. A data card giving the length of the 
light lever arm, timing mark :frequency, temperature, pressure, specimen 
nwnber, and number of the run, was placed over the screen and photo-
graphed prior to each run. The .film speed could be varied to suit each 
specimen. After the .film was processed, it was placed in a microfilm 
reader wh~re the .frequency was determined and the amplitude of vibration 
measured and recorded. This is the same equipment used by Jensen(l) and 
described in his article on a "Torsion Pendulum." 
Heat Treating Eauipment 
In order to prepare specimens having the 11 -solid solution struc-
J,ure at room temperature, it was necessary to design and construct 
equipment (Fig. 2) for heating the specimen to about 900° C. , holding it 
there .ror a period of time, and then rapidly quenching it. The equip-
ment was to satis.fy the .following requirements: 
1. Heat a .fourteen inch length of 1/32-inch manganese-copper wire 
evenly to temperatures around 900• C. (The solid solution region is 
sho~ in Fig. 3); 













SPRING-~ HEAT TREATING EQUIPMENT 
Fig. 2 Heat-treating equipment 
15· 
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2. ~~tain the wire at constant temperature for the heat-treating 
. period and then rapidly quench it to room temperature; 
3. Produce a str~g~t wire with a nonoxi.d.ized surface. The extra 
inch of wire was desired for X-ray studies• 
A heat-treating tank was made fran three sections of glass tubing 
which were . joined by ground glass joints. The assembled tank was 
mounted in a vertical position, and the bottom section filled two-thirds 
full with vacuum pump oil. Just above the oil level t-wo outlets -were 
provided; one leading to a glass manifold, and the other providing an , 
electrical outlet. Through the manifold the system could be evacuated; 
dried helium let in, and the positive gauge pressure of the helium read 
on a mercury manometer. 
The specimen wire was suspended in the middle tube by means of a 
hook hung from a silver wire fuse in the top section of the tank. A 
spring and hook arrangement at the lower end of the specimen completed 
the electric circuit through the bottom outlet. A small lead ~ight was 
attached to the bottom of the specimen in order to straighten it as it 
was· heated. The spring maintained constant electrical contact, while 
the wire straightened due to heating. 
Voltage from a 110 volt A.C. Variac was applied across the speci-
men, and the resulting temperature regulated by controlling the Variac. 
About thirteen amperes were required to heat a specimen to 900° C. .An 
auxiliary circuit was employed to blow the silver wire fuse at the de-
sired instant. Thus ·, with this arrangement the specimen could be heated 
to the solid solution region, straightened in the process of heating, 
held at temperature for the desired length of time, then quenched by 
dropping it into the oil below. The wire was dropped by first shutting 
17 
o·fr the Variac, then using the auxiliary circuit to blow the silver fuse 
that supported the specimen. A steel spring at the bottom of the tank 
absorbed the shock of the falling weight. 
To prevent· oxidation of the specimen during the heat treatment; the 
tank was filled with an inert atmosphere of helium. The commercial 
"Grade A" helium used contained a small but undesirable amotmt of mois-
ture, and therefore it was necessar.y to dry the helium. It was also 
thought that the helium might contain traces of o~gen. Thus the helium 
was prepared for use by passing it first through a drying tower, and 
then reduced by passing it through a tube furnace packed with titanium 
shavings heated to 750° C. 
While the specimen wire was being heated, its temperature was meas-
ured by means of an optical pyrometer to assure treatment in the solid 
solution region. To facilitate this measurement, the central portion of 
the heat-treating tank was encased in a black metal shield about eight 
inches in diameter and having a vertical opening in front. The room was 
darkened and the optical pyrometer sighted through this opening. It was 
found that the specimen could be evenlY heated except for about a half 
inch at either end of the wire. This was expected. since the ends of the 
wire were fastened in small brass crimp joints. A fifteen inch piece of 
wire had to be assembled to obtain fourteen inches of usable specimen 
wire. 
Preparation £! Specimens 
Coils of 1/32-inch manganese-copper wire were supplied by the 
Pnysical Metallurgy Section of the Bureau of M1nes. In the process of 
drawing, the wire tmderwent 90 per cent reduction in area representing 
considerable cold working. The wire was inspected under a microscope 
18 
and fifteen inch lengths selected that had no severe flaws. These were 
cleaned with carbon tetrachloride, and then heat treated and quenched 
from the solid solution. . The straightened solution-treated wire was 
then carefully removed from th.e tank of oil and again cleaned with car-
bon tetrachloride. With all precautions taken there were still cases 
where a very thin l~er of oxide would appear on the solution treated 
wire. This was carefully removed by lightly polishing the wire with 
nl.llllber 4/0 emery paper. The ends of the fifteen inch wire were cut off 
and saved for X-ray analysis. Debye-5cherrer diffraction patterns were 
made to determine the axial ratio of the lattice structure and to detect 
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INTERNAL FRICTION AND DYNAMIC RIGIDITY 
Internal Friction 
Internal :friction-was defined in the intiroduction as the abilit,y 
of a vibrating solid to dissipate its vibrational energyo This energy 
dissipation is a direct consequence of the intrinsic phase re1ationship 
of stress and strain in non-e1astic materialso The most, direct. measure 
of internal. friction is the magnitude o:f the phase ang1e between stress 
and strain. This ang1e (or its tangent;, tmder conditions of 1ow intier-
na1 .friction) has become synonymous to the term internal friction. The 
ang1e is designated here as rj. 
A more common eJq>erim.ent;al measure of int.ernal friction is a quan-
tity termed "l.ogarithmic decrement." ( /, ) which is defined as the 1oga-
rithm o:f the ratio of amplitudes in tl«> successive vibrations 
s-1n An 
An+ 1 
It is related to- the internal. friction ~ by 
:for· small strain amp1itudes{1). q-1 is defined as the width o:f the 
resonance peak o:f a body :forced to vibrate over a gamut of frequencieso 
This symbo1 is not on1y used in liOrk with forced vibrations, but, has 
also been used in reports invo1ving free decay techniques. 
The logarithmic decrement is obtained f'rom experimental. data by 
plotting the amplitude of vibration versus the n1m1ber of vibrations on 
semi-log papero For amp1itude-i.ndependent internal .friction a straight 
line is a1wa.ys obtained, and one simp1y measures the s1ope of the l.ineo 
(1) Nowick,· ~ So, op. cito 
For amplit,ude-dependent int.ernal frict,ion. a curve resul.t.s. and the 
slope must be measured at, a given val.ue of strain amplit,ud.e. 
In order t,o establish a consistent, basis for comparison of data. a 
specific strain amplitude was select.ed for measuring t,he l.ogarit,hmic 
21: 
decrement. This became necessary 'When it was found t,hat, many- of t,he runs 
were amplitude dependent. .AJ.1 of t,he runs were observed on a 1ucit,e 
screen placed sixty inches from t,he specimen. The oscillat,ions were 
phot,ographed, and the ampllt,udes were measured and recordedo These were 
t,hen pl.ot,t,ed on semi-log paper beginning at, an amplitude of 4o 5 inches' 
on t,he screen. The slope of t.he curves 'WaS measured at, an ampl.it,ude of 
3o5 inches (corresponding t,o a maximum strain in the specimen of 3o8 x 
10-5), and again at the minimum val.ue that, each curve reachedo These 
t,-wo readings gave an indication of how amplitude dependent each run vas 
below a strain of 3.8 x lo-5 o 
In order to indicate t,he amplit,ude dependency on the graphs or in-
temal. friction versus t,emperat;ure, vertical. bars were drawn for each 
run in t,he ampllt,ude-dependent regionso The top or each bar represent.s 
the. magnit,ude of the internal frict.ion at a strain of 3.8 x 1o-5, and 
the 1engt;h of the bar indicates t,he decreasing val.ues of internal fric-
tion throughout. t.he remainder of t,hat particular run. 
l)ynamic Ri.rldity 
The dynamic rigidity is used here to represent the ratio of t,he 
dynamic torsional stress t,o t,he t,orsiona1 strain t,ha;t. it, produces. 
G • F 
-g-
Where G is t,he modul.us, F t,he stress, and 9 the torsional. straino 
For an el.astic material. the modu1us is proport;ional t,o the square 
of t,he .frequency, provided that, the radius of t,he wire does not changeo 
The equation o£ motion :for such a wire in torsional. vibration about 
its l.ongit udinal. axis is 
00 
I9•-G9r 
where; I is the moment of ine~ia abotm the axis. 
o• 
9 is the angular acceleration 
G is the modulus 
9 is the angular displacement 
r is the radius of the wire 
From the solut;ion of the above differential equation the :frequency 
f o:f vibration is found to be 
and thus 
lr-Gr" 
f - 27r ~ ---r 
f?- o< G 
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the square or the frequency is proportional. to the modulus if the radius 
does not vary. The radi.us wi.ll change due to thermal eJCpansion but, 
below 300• Co the error is negligible. 
rrhis derivation is strictly valid only for an elastic body. For 
a nonelastic body, the forces causing damping must be included in the 
equation o:f motiono As a consequence, the modulus is propo~ional. to the 
square o:f the frequency minus a constant (this constant is dependent 
upon the damping coefficient) o 
The curves for dynamic rigidity in this report are actually graphs 
of the square of the frequency, and are given in corresponding units 
(sec-2). 
In some cases there was a low amplitude (and low frequency) trans-
verse vibration set up in the specimen along with the torsiona1 vibrationo 
This motion had a coqx>nent, o:f velocity paral.l.e1 to the 100ving f'ilm in 
the camera, and it changed direction {parall.el to ant;iparal.lel.) with 
each half cycle of its _own vibrationo This resulted in a noticeable 
Doppler e:f:fect on the film record of' the runso In order to avoid pos-
sible error in calculating the torsional :frequency, at least 600 
oscillations were counted for each rlm. 
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MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 
Two compositions o£ manganese-copper (85 per cent manganese-15 per 
cent copper, and 75 per cent manganese-25 per cent copper) were selected 
for this investigation. Thirteen inch by l/32-inch cylindrical wire 
specimens were prepared. These were first solution treated in the solid 
solution range then rapi~ quenched in oil to ret~ the gamma solid 
solution structure, which is face centered cubic. Due to the marten-
sitic transformation the 85 per cent alloy was, of necessity, face cen-, 
tered tetragonal at room temperature, while the 75 per cent alloy 
retained the cubic structure o£ the gamma phase. 
These "as quenched" alloys were placed in the Ke pendulum and their 
internal friction was measured as a function of temperature at stress 
levels below 250 polUlds per square inch. The 75 per cent alloy (Fig. 4) 
starts at room temperature with ver.y low internal friction Q-l equal to 
0.0333 x lo-3, and remains at about this value up to 270° c., except for 
a small peak at 205° c. where the Q-l has increased to 0.605 x l0-3o A 
complete tabulation of data is included in the appendix. The 85 per 
cent alloy (Fig. 5) has a much higher internal friction at room tempera-
ture (Q-1 lies in a range o£ 5.03 x lo-3 to l x lo-3) which decreases to 
a value corresponding to the 75 per cent alloy, at 90° c. This range of 
internal friction for the 85 per cent manganese alloy compares with the 
corresponding region o£ the internal friction peak that Worrell(l) re-
ported for an 88 per cent alloy. This comparison is indicative of an 
agreement in magnitude for the internal friction, but not necessarilY the 
mechanism involved. 









3 Fig. 4 Internal friction and dynamic rigidity 
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of a solution treated 75 per cent 
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FiQ. 5 Internal friction and dynamic riQidity 
of a solution treated 
manQ anese alloy. 
r At temperature five minutes. 
r At temperature fifteen hours. 
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The plot o:f internal :friction :for the 85 per cent alloy Fig. 5 
·indicates that the alloy has passed completely through the trans:forma-
tion at 90° C., which is .a few degrees less than that indicated by 
Basinski and Christian's(l) X-r~ data. In the region :from room tern- · 
perature to 90° C., internal :friction is a decreasing :function and 
reaches its lowest value at 90° C. 
The data have also shown that below 90° c. the internal :friction 
was very time dependent at any given temperature. That is, when the 
specimen was brought to some temperature and held there, then measure-
ments made a:fter one minute, fi.ften minutes, forty-:five minutes, and 
three hours, each successive reading showed a lower value o:f internal 
friction. I:f after making measurements at some temperature, the speci-
men was heated a :few degrees to a higher te~erature (still less than 
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90° C.), the .first :few measurements gave higher values o:f internal :fric-
tion than the minimum value (equilibrium value) found :for the lower tem-
perature. This sensitivity of the measurements to time decreased as the 
temperature approached 90° c. The greatest amount o:f the total decrease 
of internal .friction at a given temperature was observed within the :first 
fi:fteen minutes to an hour after reaching temperature, depending upon 
how .far below 90° C. the measurements were made. Although the e:f.fect 
was smaller, the sensitivity to time at temperature was also detected 
:for measurements made after long periods at temperature. This was espe-
cially true o.f measurements taken in the afternoon and then again the next 
morning ~le the specimen remained at temperature over night. 
A similar sensitivity to time at temperature was observed :for the 
dynamic rigidity. The ef:fect was smaller and hence became unmeasurable 
(1) Basinski, op. cit. 
in a shorter length of time. None-the-less, the effect was qUite 
·noticeable and occurred over the same temperature region as in the in-
ternal friction measurements. The change was in the same direction a~ 
for internal friction---dynamic rigidity decreased with· increasing time 
at temperature. 
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The 75 per cent alloy was aged for three minutes at 400° C. to pro-
duce -manganese precipitation (Fig. 6). Actually the precipitation 
probably occurred for a longer period of time, because the specimen was 
above 325° C. for almost eighty minutes. The writer has found, through 
other work at the Bureau of Mines (not published) that ca. -manganese can 
be precipitated at 325° C. This long period of time in the aging region 
is a consequence of slow heating and cooling rates. 
The internal friction and dynamic rigidity measurements ~re re-
peated on this aged alloy. It was found that above 60° c. the internal 
friction was unaffected by the aging treatment. Below 60° c. both time 
and temperature dependent effects were observed. That is, the internal 
friction was high at room temperature and decreased ~th increasing tem-
perature up to 60° c. At any given temperature (below 60° c.) the mag-
nitude of the internal friction depended upon how +ong the specimens 
'Were held at that temperature. 
The qynamic rigidity was affected over a much larger range of te~ 
perature. It was reduced about 24 percent at room temperature, and 
slowly :increased to its original level at 160° C. Above this tempera-
ture little difference from the solution treated specimen was observed. 
A time dependency effect could also be detected up to this temperature. 
The 85 per cent alloy was also given an aging. treatment. It was 








Fig. 6 Internal friction and dynamic rigidity 
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ninety minutes. This treatment produced an over-al1 increase in the 
internal .friction (Fig. 7) up to a temperature of' 1.30• c. Above this 
temperature no significant· change in the internal .friction was observe4. 
The same time-at-temperature sensitivity was .found in the internal .fric-
tion and dynamic rigidity of this al.l.oy as .for the 75 per ·cent alloy. 
After investigation of the .first 85 per cent alloy ~ begun, it 
was found that the measurement of' its heat-treating temperature coul.d 
have been in error, so the technique .for measuring the temperature ·with 
an optical pyrometer was improved by encl.osing the heat treating equip-
ment in a bl.ack metal. shiel.d and observing the hot wire through a slot 
in the shiel.d. When the temperature was measured in this manner, with 
the room darkened, it was found that the wire was not as hot as pre-
viously thought. This meant that the first 85 per cent all.oy to be 
investigated ·may have been heat treated too near the ~ -manganese 
region, and as a result might have ,S -manganese in it. When the inter-
nal friction curve was plotted for this specimen, it was found to have a 
rather high peak at 21.5° c. Photomicrographs were made of a section of 
the wire which reveal.ed that 4-manganese was present in this specimen. 
Subsequently, the improved technique for measuring .the temperature was 
adopted, resulting in almost complete disappearance of the peak in new 
specimens. 
The curves .for internal friction and dynamic rigidity were pl.otted 
with data obtained from repeated heating cycl.es between 20° C. and 270° 
c. The dynamic rigidity and internal. friction changes all. seemed to be 
reversibl.e i.n this range when due regard was given to the time-at..;. 
temperature se"nsitivity. The only e.xception noted was for the first 
measurements made after mounting a new specimen. The internal. .friction 
31 
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Fig. 7 Internal friction and dynamic rigidity 
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Fig.8 Internal friction and dynamic rioidity 22 
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for a new specimen is usually lower (for temperatures less than 90° C.) 
than what one might expect, while the dynamic rigidity does not seem to 
be affected. This decrease. in internal friction is probably due to 
unavoidable cold -working of the _wire while removing any o:x:i..de and in 
mounting it in the pin vises. 
Ke's(l) work on the viscous behavior of grain boundaries in poly-
crystalline alwninum, has been cited several times in literature, be-
cause of its completeness and confirmation of the theoretical predic-
tions for anelastic effects. As he pointed out, much of the ease in 
interpreting his data depended upon the linearity of these effects on 
applied stress and prior strain. This required that the internal fric-
tion and dynamic rigidity be independent of strain amplitude. This was 
not the case in the work with manganese copper. Although the experi-
ments were conducted at strains less than 4. 9 x lo-5 (measurements were 
made at and below a strain of 3.S x 10-5), the internal friction was, in 
most cases, amplitude dependent. The Qynamic rigidity did not seem to 
be affected. 
CONCLWIONS 
The resul.ts o£ measurements made in this investigation show that 
the Ke pendul.um is a sensitive instrument adaptabl.e to studying the in-
ternal friction and dynamic rigidity of' manganese copper. The upper 
limit of' the temperature range used in stuQying these characteristics 
was not deter.ni.ined by the equipment, but rather by the phase changes in 
the alloy being investigated. For this reason, manganese-copper &ll.oys 
were not studied above Z'/0° c. f'or fear of' initiating a -manganese 
precipitation. 
It ~ a decided advantage to be abl.e to age the specimens repeat-
edl.y, without intermittent handl.ing, because this removed any chance of' 
cold -working them. The J.ow internal. friction on the first heating cycle 
of the specimens was apparently produced by unavoidabJ.e cold working 
while mounting the wires. 
It was found that the vibrations of' the specimens could be satis-
f'actoril:y' initiated by impul.se forces, thus rrdnimizi.ng unwanted lateral 
vibrations, without the use of' a damping medium. This facilitated meas-
urement of' J.ower values of' internal. friction than previously reported in 
Ke's work. The graphs in this report indicate that this added sensitiv-
ity was essential f'or detecting the internal friction attributed to ~ 
-manganese. 
An internal. friction peak was discovered at 215° c. (in an 85 per 
cent manganese alloy) , which was apparently produced by the presence of' 
/9 -manganese. Improving the soJ.ution-treating technique to reduce the 
chances of' having ~-manganese precipitate on quenching, resulted in 
marked reduction of' this peak. All. specimens prepared by the improved 
method still showed increased internal. friction around 200° c. This 
seems to indicate that it is extremely difficult to prepare a specimen 
(containing more than 60 per cent manganese) having the gamma solid 
solution structure at room temperature, without precipitating beta man-
ganese. It al.so ·shows that the internal friction measurements are a 
sensitive means of' detecting the presence of' t9-manganese. 
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Comparison of the internal friction and qynamic rigidity curves of' 
the aged specimens, with their corresponding curves for the solution 
treated condition, shows that the presence of a-manganese increases the, 
internal friction in the region around room temperature, and also shifts . 
this region to higher temperatures. It was found that in these regions 
the magnitude of internal friction depends upon the time spent at tem-
perature and also on the amplitude of vibration. Thi.s indicates that 
the room temperature internal friction of an 85 per cent manganese alloy 
is not caused by simple anelastic (amplitude independent) effects. This 
is contrary to the work of Worrell(l) who suggested that this internal 
friction is due to anelastic behavior, referred to as a relaxation 
acros.s twin boundaries. 
Reference has not been found in the literature concerning the sen-
sitivity of' the internal friction and dynamic rigidity of manganese-
copper alloys to time at temperature. It may be that previous investi-
gations were carried out at too high stress levels for this to be ob-
served. '!'his investigation has sho'W11 that this effect is of prime 
importance if one is to predict the ~Agnitude of internal friction or 
dynamic rigidity at low stresses in the tetragonal region. 
(1) Worrell,· F.T., op. cit. 
Al~hough thia investigation has not established a mechanism for the 
vibration damping in manganese-copper al1oys, it has indicated several 
characteristics relevant to the behavior of the al1oys, ~ch may be of 
aid in .future 'WOrk. 
An extension o.t this investigation wuld make it possible to obtain 
valuable information about the mechanisms o.t internal .friction in manga-
nese copper. The internal friction attributed to beta manganese was 
.found to be amplitude :independent, which suggests that an anelastic 
effect m.ay be involved. Further work, using a change in .frequency o.t 
vibration, could be done to determine the heat o.t activation .tor the 
relaxation process. Varied heat treatment and quenching techniques 
could be used to investigate the limits of the beta manganese peak. 
Continued work on the effects o.t alpha-manganese precipitate ~ 
give more information about the range through which the transformation 
point. (tetragonal. to cubic) can be moved by aging. This could al.so lead 
to a more complete understanding o.t the sensitivity of the alloy to time 
at temperature (at low stresses), and thus help to correlate this effect 
with high stress 'WOrk. 
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SUM£~ 
A torsional. pendul.wn for studying the int;emal. friction and dynamic 
rigidity of 1/32-inch wires has been designed and constructed aft,er the 
successfUl work of T'ing Sui Ke. It, was built, into a vacuum chamber t,o 
minimize the effects of air damping upon the measurementso The charac-
teristics of two compositions of manganese-copper al.loys (85 per cent, 
manganese-15 per cent copper, and 75 per cent manganese-25 per cent 
copper) were investigated with this pendu1umo 
Heat-treating equipment was designed and built, in order to prepare 
straight and clean wires of manganese copper having the ¥-solid solution 
struct.ure at, room temperatureo This required heating the wires t,o about 
900° c. and then rapidly quenching them to retain the solid solution 
structure. 
The int,ernal friction and dynamic rigidity of these "as-<tuenched" 
alloys were measured, and then they were aged to determine the effect. 
of the presence of 4 -manganese on these quantitieso The aging was per-
formed while the specimens remained mounted in the apparatus. 
It was shown that, only the 85 per cent alloy has appreciable illt;er-
nal friction at room temperature, and that this decreases with in-
creasing temperature up t,o 90• Co where it, then coincides with that of 
the 75 per cent alloy. Aging increases the room temperature intema1 
friction of bot,h alloys, and it is still temperature dependent, decreas-
ing with increasing temperature. The aging process raises the tempera-
ture at which the 85 per cent alloy reaches its minimum of internal 
friction t,o about. 160• Co The minimum for the aged 75 per cent alloy 
occurs at about 60° Co 
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In the regions from room temperature to where t,he internal friction 
reaches its minim.lml, t,he measurements were found to be time dependento 
That is, measurements made whi1e a specimen was he1d at constant. tem-
perature showed decreasing internal. friction with ·increasing timeo In 
the same. regions the internal .friction was found to be amplitude depend-
ento The magnitude of this amplitude dependency a1so was dependent 
upon the time at temperature, and decreased with increasing timeo 
It was found that, if 13 -manganese is precipitated in the quenched 
al1oy it will have an internal :friction peak around 200• Co .Aging to 
produce a: -manganese did not e.ff'ect the internal friction in this region. 
When the internal friction at room temperature was high, the dy-
namic rigidity was lowo It increased with decreasing inliernal friction 
and reached a ·maximum at;, a higher temperature than the internal :fric-
tion reached its minimum. Aging shifts the maximum to a higher temper-




·spec1me-nt · 75 per cent manganese - 25 _ p·er cent copner· 
Heat tr·eatment: Held a.t 88.2°C f'or three ·minutes (required 
12.5 amp. at 38.5 volta a.c.) then quenched 
in oil. 
Diameters 0.03125 1n. 
Data from ·Ke pendulum runs: (see Pig. 4) 
Light lever arm~ 60 ln. Timing mark lntervuls- 6 sec. 
Pressure- less than 150 microns. 
Temp. Ti'Yle f2 Q-1 X 103 Ts!np. Time r2 Q-1 x -lo3 
oc at sec-2 max. min. 6 at seo-2 max. m:tn. 
temp. temp. 
60 lhr . 30.4 0.23 25 45' 29ol 0.23 
37 3' 30.4 0.23 40 5' 29.5 . 0.23 
37 0.5hr 29.5 0.23 42 29.9 0.2.3 
34 1 3hr 29.0 0.23 42 24hr 30.0 0.23 
45 3; 30.0 0.23 66 51 30.4 0.22 
46 2.5br 29.5 0.23 65 -lhr 30.4 0.22 
60 3' 30.3 0.23 80 3' 30.1 0.22 
61 t··~shr 3o.o 0.24 83 lhr 30.8 .0.22 63 18hr 30.5 0.22 104 3' 30.7 0.22 
80 51 30.5 0.24 105 1hr 30.8 0.22 
81 1.5hr 30.5 0.23 145 lhr 30.6 0.26 
92 10' 31.2 0.23 . 162 3' 30.7 0.36 . 
92 1.5hr 30.7 0.23 184 5' 30.8 0.57 .· 
92 l6br 30.7 0.22 190 45' 30.4 0.58 
114 3' 30.7 0.24 215 5' ~so.s 0.68 
114 lhr 30.7 0.23 218 45' 30.7 0.57 . 
137 3' 31.0 0.27 240 ;-s' 30.0 . 0.43 
136 2.5hr 30.7 0.26 205 3' 30.4 Oc»60 
158 3' 30.7 0.34 202 40' 30.5 0.6~ 
159 1.3hr 30.7 0.33 239 5' 30.2 0.42 
156 22hr . 31.1 0.31 238 lo5hr 30.0 0.44 
181 3' 30.7 0.52 278 3' 29.6 0.40 
182 1.3hr 30.7 0.51 25 73hr 28.3 0.24 
17 . 28.7 · 0.23 
25 5' 29.4 0.23 
· Spec1mena 85 per cent. manganese- 15 per cent copper 
Heat treatment: Held at 902°0 for three minutes (required 
12.75 amp. at 16 volts) - quenched in o11. 
Data :rrom Ke pendulum rune: (see Fig. 5) 
Light l~ver arm- 60 in. Timing mark intervals- 6 sec. 
Pressure- less than 150 microns. Dinmeter 0.03124 in. 
Temp. . Time ~2 Q-1 X 103 Temp. Ti~1e :r2 Q-1 X 103 
°C at sec-2 maxo mtn. oc at sec-2 max. mtn. 
temp. · tamn .. 
27 1hr 25.0 1.48 1.00 31 1.5hr 23.8 1.93 1.30 
47 15hr 24.2 0.65 0.52 44 15hr 23.8 0.68 
70 l.hr 22.5 · 0.53 0.44 49 5' 22.8 1.46 1.13 
84 l5hr 23.3 o.2e 55 5' 22.3 1.70 1.26 
91 lhr 25.3 0.2S 62 5' 21.3 2.15 1.55 
157 13hr 31.0 0.23 70 5' 20.2 1.69 1.21 
24 23o0 2.59 1.51 72 5' 19.3 
48 1.5hr 22o5 1.84 1.01 85 3' 23.5 0.31 0.35 
66 15hr 23.0 4.10 0.37 26 10hr 24.6 7.41 3.31 
84 llhr 23.8 0.25 33 5' 21.8 5.01 2.88 
90 
-11hr 25.5 0.24 40 5' 21.5 5.01 3.60 
113 14hr 28.8 0.21 49 5' 21.4 4.16 2.70 
213 lhr 31..6 3.26 0.30 sa 15hr 22.9 0.57 0.48 
28 4hr 23.3 3o33 2.12 63 5' ·22.5 0.70 0.65 
43 30' 22.8 2.61 1.74 72 5' 20.9 0.95 0.84 
69 15hr 22.3 0.43 80 5' 19.1 0.87 
84 lhr 23.7 0.26 90 5' 24.8 0.25 
94 45' 25.5 0.24 23 lOhr 22.7 8.? 4.73· 
183 10hr 31..4 0.27 26 l4hr 23.5 6.31 3.28 
219 2hr 31..7 0.32 24 82hr 24.0 2.34 1.63 
246 15hr 31.8 0.29 27 l6hr 23.2 4.32 2.11 
272. 15hr 31.9 0.29 36 2hr 22.9 4.32 2.13 
30 3hr 24.0 1.94 1.10 36 18hr 23.4 1.95 1.12 
53 lhr 21.9 1.65 Oo95 42 15hr 23.7 1.13 0.81. 
69 15hr 22.7 0.41 37 20hr - 24.4 0.99 0.65 
·86 lhr 23.4 0.27 22 72hr 24.5 1.74 1.13 
91 15hr 25.5 0.24 29 5' 24.2 1.72 1.29 
26 3hr 83.0 3.16 1.85 29 4.5hr 24.6 1.39 1.03 
38 15hr 2:5.2 1.46 0.81 . 30 l9.5hr 23.8 1.1.8 0.78 
43 30' 23.2 1.71 1.03 52 22hr· 22hr 0.92 0.77 
24 60hr 24.u 2.33 1.41 72 18br 22.3 0.46 0.44 
31· 30' 23.8 2.02 1.33 83 2hr 22.3 0.38 
23 12hr 22.6 9.16 4.48 
41 
· Specimen: 75 per cent manganese - 25 per cent copper 
Heat treatment: Aged ror ten m1n-Jtes at 41ooc 
Data from Ke pendulum runs: (see Fig. 6) 
Light lever arm~ 60 in. Timing mark intervals- 6 sec. 
Pressure- less than 150 microns. 
Te~p. Time f 2 Q-1 x 103 
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· Spec1menl 85 per cent manganese - lf) per cent copper 
Heat treatment: Aged for twenty mlnutea· at 400oc 
Da ta i'rom Ke pendulum runs 1 · ( see Fig. 7) 
Ligh_t levf'r arm- 60 1n. Timing mark intervals- 6 sec• 
Pressure- less than 150 microns. 
'l'emp. Time ~2 Q-1 X 10~ Temp. Time ~2 Q-l X 103 
oo· at sec-2 max. min. 0 0 at sec-2 max. min. 
teMp. · temp. 
26 23.3 3.51 1.85 163 3' 30.4 0.33 0.31 
35 10' 22.7 4.41 2.11 182 3' 31.4 0.36 0.28 
34 lhr 23.1 4.40 2.11 200 3' 31-.4 0.38 0.36 
33. 16hr 23.3 1.82 0.91 217 5' 31.3 0.38 0.34 
41 24hr 24.0 0.98 0.67 223 5' 3lo3 0.39 0.34 
48 20' 23.6 1.36 0.91 240 s• 31.3 0.41 0.35 
48 2.1hr 23.5 1.08 0.73 258 5' 31.7 0.44 0.42 
50 25.3hr24.3 0.61 0.47 271 5' 30.2 
41 48.3hr24.9 0.78 0.58 16 10hr 23.3 5.41 .. 3.18 
74 lOhr 24.8 0.39 0.32 40 3' 22.3 4.55 2.91. 
78 5' 23.1 0.57 0.43 71 3' 21.5 1.65 1.01 
81 5' 22.9 0.57 0.44 89 3' 20.5 0.67 0.59 
83 'l6hr 22.9 0.34 0.31 53 25.0 0.58 0.44 
92 5' 21.7 0.52 80 3' 21.6 0.67 0.54 
1.19 5' 27.0 0.54 133 3' 28.8 0.34 0.31 
16 l.Ohr 23.3 6.28 4.33 150 3' 30.0 0.34 0.30 
20 5' 23.0 5.02 3.03 150 50' 30.7 0.39 0.31 
36 5' 22.7 4.36 2.58 149 16.5hr29.8. 0.39 
0.29_ 
54 l.Ohr 23.3 0.58 0.47 177 3' 31.0 0.40 0.37 
75 3' 22.1 1.19 0.84 192 3' 31.3 0.41 
0.38 
110 5' 24.6 0.79 0.73 208 3' 31.5 0.42 
0.38 
120 5' 27.6 0.30 0.28 214 3' 31.5 0.42 
0.38 
27 48hr 23.6 2.88 1.95 218 5' 31.7 0.41 
132 3' 28.8 0.29 213 20' 31.8 0.41 




Specimen: 85 per cent manganese - 15 per eent copper 
Heat treatment: Inadequate solution treatment resulting 
in precipitation of beta manganese. 
Data trom Ke pendulum runs: (see F.ig. 8) 
Light lever arm- 60 in. T1-"1ing mark intervals- 6 sec. 
Pressure- less than 150 microns. 
Temn. Time r2 Q-.L x 10~ 





122 23' 31.8 
















71 25' 23.8 
82 23.5hr 26.0 
104 2lhr 29.0 
126 2.5hr 30.2 
27 21.0 
135 1.5hr 31.7 
157 20hr 31.9 
188 10hr 32.2 
210 2hr 32.2 











Temp. Time f~ Q.-I x 1~ 
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